**Moxostoma collapsum** - (Cope, 1870)

Notchlip Redhorse

**Related ITIS Name(s):** Moxostoma collapsum (Cope, 1870) (TSN 201946)

**Unique Identifier:** ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.103565

**Element Code:** AFCJC10230

**Informal Taxonomy:** Animals, Vertebrates - Fishes - Bony Fishes - Suckers

---

**Genus Size:** C - Small genus (6-20 species)

---

**Concept Reference**


**Concept Reference Code:** A00WAR01NAUS

**Name Used in Concept Reference:** Moxostoma collapsum

**Taxonomic Comments:** Formerly included in M. ANISURUM. Warren et al. (1999) noted a forthcoming taxonomic rearrangement and recognized this fish as a species distinct from M. ANISURUM.

---

Harris and Mayden (2001) used molecular data to examine phylogenetic relationships of major clades of Catostomidae. In all trees, SCARTOMYZON was paraphyletic and embedded in MOXOSTOMA, and CATOSTOMUS was never recovered as monophyletic (XYRAUCHEN was embedded within CATOSTOMUS). They concluded that the phylogenetic relationships and taxonomic composition of taxa presently included in MOXOSTOMA and SCARTOMYZON are in need of further study, as are the relationships and composition of the genera CATOSTOMUS, CHASMISTES, DELTISTES, and XYRAUCHEN, and the phylogenetic affinities of ERIMYZON and MINYTREMA.

---

**Conservation Status**

**NatureServe Status**

**Global Status:** G5

**Global Status Last Reviewed:** 04Feb2000

**Global Status Last Changed:** 04Feb2000

**Rounded Global Status:** G5 - Secure

**Nation:** United States

**National Status:** N5

---

**U.S. & Canada State/Province Status**

| United States | Georgia (S4), North Carolina (S5), South Carolina (SNR), Virginia (S4) |

---

**Other Statuses**

**NatureServe Conservation Status Factors**

**Global Short Term Trend:** Stable (unchanged or within +/- 10% fluctuation in population, range, area occupied, and/or number or condition of occurrences)
Global Short Term Trend Comments: Currently stable.

Threats: Altered water-flow patterns that typically occur when water is released during hydropower generation can have negative effects on the growth and survival of larvae (Weyers et al. 2003).

Distribution

U.S. States and Canadian Provinces

Endemism: endemic to a single nation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. &amp; Canada State/Province Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA, NC, SC, VA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Range Map
No map available.

Global Range Comments: Atlantic Slope from Altamaha River drainage, Georgia, to Roanoke-Chowan drainage, Virginia.

U.S. Distribution by Watershed (based on multiple information sources)
Ecology & Life History

Habitat Type: Freshwater
Non-Migrant: N
Locally Migrant: N
Long Distance Migrant: N
Riverine Habitat(s): BIG RIVER, CREEK, MEDIUM RIVER, Moderate gradient, Pool
Special Habitat Factors: Benthic
Habitat Comments: A riverine species.

Economic Attributes

Use Class: Not applicable
Minimum Criteria for an Occurrence: Occurrences are based on evidence of historical presence, or current and likely recurring presence, at a given location. Such evidence minimally includes collection or reliable observation and documentation of one or more individuals (including eggs and larvae) in appropriate habitat.
Mapping Guidance: Occupied locations that are separated by a gap of 15 km or more of any aquatic habitat that is not known to be occupied represent different occurrences. However, it is important to evaluate migrations and seasonal changes in habitat to ensure that spawning areas and nonspawning areas for a single population are not artificially segregated as different occurrences simply because there have been no collections/observations in an intervening area that may exceed the separation distance.
Separation Barriers: Dam lacking a suitable fishway; high waterfall; upland habitat.
Separation Distance for Unsuitable Habitat: 15 km
Separation Distance for Suitable Habitat: 15 km
Separation Justification: Data on dispersal and other movements generally are not available. In some species, individuals may migrate variable distances between spawning areas and nonspawning habitats.

Separation distances (in aquatic kilometers) for catostomids are arbitrary but reflect the presumption that movements and appropriate separation distances generally should increase with fish size. Hence small, medium, and large catostomids, respectively, have...
increasingly large separation distances. Separation distance reflects the likely low probability that two occupied locations separated by less than several kilometers of aquatic habitat would represent truly independent populations over the long term.

Because of the difficulty in defining suitable versus unsuitable habitat, especially with respect to dispersal, and to simplify the delineation of occurrences, a single separation distance is used regardless of habitat quality.

Occupied locations that are separated by a gap of 15 km or more of any aquatic habitat that is not known to be occupied represent different occurrences. However, it is important to evaluate seasonal changes in habitat to ensure that an occupied habitat occurrence for a particular population does not artificially separate spawning areas and nonspawning areas as different occurrences simply because there have been no collections/observations in an intervening area that may exceed the separation distance.

Date: 21Sep2004
Author: Hammerson, G.
Notes: This Specs Group includes catostomids that typically are 20-40 cm in adult standard length.

Population/Occurrence Viability


U.S. Invasive Species Impact Rank (I-Rank) Not yet assessed

Authors/Contributors

Element Ecology & Life History Edition Date: 03May2001

Zoological data developed by NatureServe and its network of natural heritage programs (see Local Programs) and other contributors and cooperators (see Sources).
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**Cambarus spicatus** - Hobbs, 1956  
Broad River Spiney Crayfish

**Related ITIS Name(s):** *Cambarus spicatus* Hobbs, 1956 (TSN 97407)

**Unique Identifier:** ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.107416

**Element Code:** ICMAL07770

**Informal Taxonomy:** Animals, Invertebrates - Crustaceans - Crayfishes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kingdom</th>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Genus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animalia</td>
<td>Crustacea</td>
<td>Malacostraca</td>
<td>Decapoda</td>
<td>Cambaridae</td>
<td>Cambarus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Genus Size:** D - Medium to large genus (21+ species)

**Concept Reference**


**Concept Reference Code:** B89HOB01GAUS

**Name Used in Concept Reference:** *Cambarus spicatus*

**Conservation Status**

**NatureServe Status**

**Global Status:** G3

**Global Status Last Reviewed:** 01Jul2009

**Global Status Last Changed:** 19Feb1996

**Rounded Global Status:** G3 - Vulnerable

**Reasons:** This species has a somewhat restricted range in a few drainages in neighboring North and South Carolina (extent <5000 sq. km) in disjunct drainages; with potential threats to habitat possibly in the near future that have not yet been fully realized. It is usually uncommon when found but more survey effort is needed to see if its disjunct distribution is truly disjunct or just a relict of insufficient survey effort. More surveys should better resolve its conservation status.

**Nation:** United States

**National Status:** N3

**U.S. & Canada State/Province Status**

| United States | North Carolina (S2), South Carolina (S3) |

**Other Statuses**

**IUCN Red List Category:** VU - Vulnerable

**American Fisheries Society Status:** Threatened (01Jan1996)

**NatureServe Conservation Status Factors**

**Global Abundance:** 2500 - 10,000 individuals

**Global Abundance Comments:** It is not very abundant at any of the sites at which it has been found in South Carolina (SC NHP, pers. comm., 2009). In North Carolina it is rare and represents the northern limit of its range.
Estimated Number of Element Occurrences: 21 - 80
Estimated Number of Element Occurrences Comments: Not uncommon within its limited range. LeGrand et al. (2006) cite streams in the Broad River drainage in Cleveland and Polk Cos., North Carolina. In South Carolina, it occurs in Fairfield and Richland Cos. in the Little River drainage (Eversole and Jones, 2004).

Global Short Term Trend: Unknown
Global Short Term Trend Comments: While trends are not clear, this narrowly distributed crayfish may be declining. Many streams within its range in North Carolina carry heavy sediment loads that can degrade habitat for this species (Simmons and Fraley, 2008).

Global Protection: Unknown whether any occurrences are appropriately protected and managed
Global Protection Needs: Protection from situation, stream impoundment

Degree of Threat: Substantial, imminent threat
Threat Scope: High
Threat Severity: Moderate
Threat Immediacy: Moderate
Threats: While trends are not clear, this narrowly distributed crayfish may be declining. Many streams within its range in North Carolina carry heavy sediment loads that can degrade habitat for this species (Simmons and Fraley, 2008). Orconectes rusticus has been collected within the range of this species so may pose a future threat (Simmons and Fraley, 2008). Cambarus spicatus is likely to be impacted upon by a nonindigenous crayfish Orconectes rusticus, the Rusty Crayfish, which was unknown to occur in North Carolina until 2001. It is also likely to be impacted by Procambarus clarkii, the Red Swamp Crayfish, which has also been found in the Broad River basin (Fullerton and Watson 2001). There is population expansion occurring in the river basin inhabited by this species and therefore the urban development is likely to be impacting this species by reducing the area of available habitat and causing pollution.

Fragility Comments: Probably, however, can not survive impoundments on its habitat streams

Distribution

U.S. States and Canadian Provinces

Endemism: endemic to a single nation
Range Map
No map available.

Global Range: 1000-5000 square km (about 400-2000 square miles)

| United States | NC, SC |

Ecology & Life History

Basic Description: A cray fish; Cambaridae
Non-Migrant: N
Locally Migrant: N
Long Distance Migrant: N
Riverine Habitat(s): CREEK, MEDIUM RIVER, Moderate gradient
Special Habitat Factors: Benthic
Habitat Comments: Found in streams of small to medium size with trapped leaf litter.

Management Summary

Biological Research Needs: Specific environmental requirements
Population/Occurrence Delineation
Group Name: CRAYFISHES

Use Class: Not applicable
Minimum Criteria for an Occurrence: Occurrences are based on some evidence of historical or current presence of single or multiple specimens, including live specimens or recently dead shells (i.e., soft tissue still attached without signs of external weathering or staining), at a given location with potentially recurring existence. Evidence is derived from reliable published observation or collection data; unpublished, though documented (i.e. government or agency reports, web sites, etc.) observation or collection data; or museum specimen information.
Separation Barriers: Separation barriers are based on hydrological discontinuity. Additional physical barriers, particularly for secondary and tertiary burrowers, include presence of upland habitat between water connections of a distance greater than 30 m. Migration of primary burrowers is generally not hindered by presence of upland habitat unless conditions are very xeric (dry and desert-like) (Smith, 2001).
Separation Distance for Unsuitable Habitat: 2 km
Separation Distance for Suitable Habitat: 2 km
Alternate Separation Procedure: Freshwater cave (troglobitic) species may occur from near entrances to very deep in cave systems. For cave species, each cave where an observation or collection was recorded (see Minimum EO Criteria, above) constitutes an element occurrence regardless of separation distance unless caves are part of a single hydrological system (see below). Occurrences are additionally separated by underground physical barriers to movement. Multiple caves within a single hydrological cave system are considered to be a single element occurrence when they are less than one km apart. Multiple caves within a single hydrological cave system are considered separate element occurrences when hydrological connections have not been determined or when separated by a distance of at least one km.
Separation Justification: Habitat for these creatures is primarily separated according to each species' burrowing ability. All crayfish are able to burrow to some extent and this ability will help determine the range of habitats in which a species can be found. Burrowing in the Astacidae is limited to streambed and bank excavation (Hobbs, 1988). The Cambaridae, as a whole are much more adept at burrowing than the Astacidae. As a result, they possess a greater habitat range than the Astacidae including dry water bodies (Hogger, 1988).

The burrowers can be classified into three categories: primary burrowers, secondary burrowers, and tertiary burrowers. Primary burrowers tend to remain in their burrows continuously and live in areas without permanent water except during breeding when they

Economic Attributes
Not yet assessed

must migrate to a nearby water source (Hogger, 1988). The prairies of eastern and central Mississippi and western Alabama are an example of primary burrower habitat (Hogger, 1988). Secondary burrowers remain in burrows during dry periods but emerge when habitats are inundated seasonally. Such habitat includes lentic systems flooded periodically but dry in summer (Huner and Romaine, 1979) and permanent and temporary ponds and swamps in the southern United States. Tertiary burrowers do not burrow except during infrequent drought conditions and/or during breeding season. Both flowing and standing water can be tertiary burrower habitat.

Because primary burrowers, and to a lesser extent secondary burrowers, can occupy xeric habitats, separation barriers for such species do not include presence of upland habitat except in extremely dry conditions. Survival during dry periods, particularly for secondary burrowers, is dependent upon construction of a burrow regardless of season. Several different types have been described (Smith, 2001) depending on species, soil, and depth of water table.

Published information about movement in relation to migration distance is lacking but Cooper (1998, personal communication) and Fitzpatrick (1998, personal communication) both recommend a separation distance of one km between element occurrences. Dispersal patterns are best known for invasive species which likely have the greatest dispersal capability, therefore, separation distances have been determined for all crayfish based on these studies. Guan and Wiles (1997) provided evidence from the River Great Ouse in the United Kingdom that the range of movement for the majority of the invasive *Pacifastacus leniusculus* was within 190 m. Bubb et al. (2004) also studied *P. leniusculus* in England using radio-tagging and found median maximal upstream and downstream movement distances were 13.5 m (range 0-283 m) and 15 m (range 0-417 m), respectively. Barbaresi et al. (2004) found that ranging speed in the invasive crayfish *Procambarus clarkii* (Girard) to be slow (0.3 to 76.5 m/day) with the widest ranging individual traveling 304 m. Lewis and Horton (1996) found that 21% of tagged *Pacifastacus leniusculus* in an Oregon harvest pond moved >1000 m in one year while the majority moved <500 m. As such minimum separation distance (unsuitable and suitable) has been set at the NatureServe standard minimum of two km.

Exposed pools and streams in caves represent "karst windows" into more extensive underground streams. No information on the distance cave crayfish can disperse in underground streams is yet available.

**Date:** 18Oct2004  
**Author:** Cordeiro, J.

**Notes:** Primary burrowers include the following taxa: *Cambarus (Cambarus) carolinus*, *C. (C.) diogenes diogenes*, *C. (C.) bartoni carinirostris*, *C. (C.) bartoni cavatus*, *C. (C.) howardi*, *C. (C.) sciocensis*, *C. (Depressicambarus) engli*.

Secondary burrowers include the following taxa: *Cambarus (Cambarus) ortmanni*, *C. (Depressicambarus) latimanus*, *C. (D.) reduncus*, *Hobbes*, *Procambarus (Cambarus) clarkii*, *P. (Girardilla) kensiely*, *P. (G.) reimeri*, *P. (G.) simulans*, *P. (G.) steigmani*, *P. (G.) tulanei*, *P. (Hagenides) pygmaeus*, *P. (Leonticambarus)*, *P. (Tenuicambarus)*.

Tertiary burrowers include the following taxa: *Barbicambarus, Bouchardina, Cambarus (Cambarus) angularis*, *C. (C.) bartoni carinirostris*, *C. (C.) bartoni cavatus*, *C. (C.) howardi*, *C. (C.) sciocensis*, *C. (Depressicambarus) engli*.

*Paci*fastus*, *Procambarus (Capillicambarus)*, *P. (Girardiella) ceruleus*, *P. (G.) hagenianus hagenianus*, *P. (G.) hagenianus vesticeps*, *P. (G.) liberorum*, *P. (G.) pogum*, *P. (Hagenides) except P. pygmaeus*.

**Key for Ranking Species Element Occurrences Using the Generic Approach (2008):**

**Population/Occurrence Viability**

**Justification:** Use the Generic Element Occurrence Rank Specifications (2008).

**Key for Ranking Species Element Occurrences Using the Generic Approach (2008):**

**U.S. Invasive Species Impact Rank (I-Rank):** Not yet assessed

**Authors/Contributors**

**NatureServe Conservation Status Factors Edition Date:** 01Jul2009


**Element Ecology & Life History Edition Date:** 23Jan1991

**Element Ecology & Life History Author(s):** FITZPATRICK, J. F.
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**Distocambarus youngineri** - Hobbs and Carlson, 1985
Newberry Burrowing Crayfish

**Related ITIS Name(s):** *Distocambarus youngineri* Hobbs and Carlson, 1985 (TSN 650409)

**Unique Identifier:** ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.106760

**Element Code:** ICMAL50040

**Informal Taxonomy:** Animals, Invertebrates - Crustaceans - Crayfishes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kingdom</th>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Genus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animalia</td>
<td>Crustacea</td>
<td>Malacostraca</td>
<td>Decapoda</td>
<td>Cambaridae</td>
<td>Distocambarus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Genus Size:** B - Very small genus (2-5 species)

**Concept Reference**


**Concept Reference Code:** B89WIL01EHUS

**Name Used in Concept Reference:** *Distocambarus youngineri*

**Taxonomic Comments:** Incorrectly spelled *yongineri* in Wilson (1989).

**Conservation Status**

**NatureServe Status**

**Global Status:** G1

**Global Status Last Reviewed:** 01Jul2009

**Global Status Last Changed:** 03Nov1999

**Rounded Global Status:** G1 - Critically Imperiled

**Reasons:** This species has a very limited range; and very small populations in South Carolina. The type locality of this species has been changed and now the species no longer exists there.

**Nation:** United States

**National Status:** N1

**U.S. & Canada State/Province Status**

| United States | South Carolina (S1) |

**Other Statuses**

**IUCN Red List Category:** VU - Vulnerable

**American Fisheries Society Status:** Endangered (01Jan1996)

**NatureServe Conservation Status Factors**

**Global Abundance:** 1 - 1000 individuals

**Global Abundance Comments:** Distocambarus youngineri has been reported to have a very small total population in South Carolina. There are believed to be 1-1,000 individuals in South Carolina with a past decline of 10-30% (in an unknown time frame) and a current declining population. This species is no longer present at its type-locality which was clear cut in 1989.
Estimated Number of Element Occurrences: 6 - 20
Estimated Number of Element Occurrences Comments: Recent status survey by an experienced collector found ten locations. Eversole (1995) found this species at two historical sites and four new sites within the Saluda River basin in Newberry Co., South Carolina.

Global Short Term Trend: Declining (decline of 10-30%)
Global Short Term Trend Comments: The species is no longer present at its type-locality. The area around the type-locality was clearcut in 1989 and repeated attempts have been made to recollect there.

Global Inventory Needs: Precise range

Global Protection: Unknown whether any occurrences are appropriately protected and managed

Degree of Threat: Substantial, imminent threat
Threat Scope: High
Threat Severity: High
Threat Immediacy: Moderate
Threats: In 1989 the entire forested area which is this species type location was clear felled. This species is no longer found at this location. This species appears to be sensitive to clear cutting and so any future felling could cause a decline in the population abundance. This species is also impacted by ground water abstraction.

Fragility Comments: Appears to be sensitive to clearcutting.

Endemism: endemic to a single state or province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. States and Canadian Provinces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Endemism: endemic to a single state or province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. &amp; Canada State/Province Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Range Map
No map available.

Global Range: <100 square km (less than about 40 square miles)
Global Range Comments: Known from the Saluda River drainage in Newberry County, South Carolina (Eversole and Jones, 2004). Searches in adjacent drainages failed to find the species (Hobbs, 1989).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>County Name (FIPS Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Newberry (45071)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Extirpated/possibly extirpated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Watershed Region</th>
<th>Watershed Name (Watershed Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Enoree (03050108)+, Saluda (03050109)+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Natural heritage record(s) exist for this watershed
* Extirpated/possibly extirpated

Ecology & Life History

Basic Description: A crayfish

General Description: Pigmented, eyes small but pigmented and faceted; rostrum spatulate, lacking marginal spines or tubercles, acumen poorly defined, acarinatate; cervical and hepatic spines absent; areola quite narrow with 0-1 punctations in narrowest part; chela strongly depressed, most of palm studded with squamous to subsquamous tubercles, mesial margin with 2 rows of 4-6 tubercles each, mesial margin of palm shorter than width of palm; male with hook on ischium of 3rd pereiopod, coxa of 4th lacking caudomesial boss; male 1st pleopod inclined caudodistally in distal half and with strong shoulder at cephalic base of terminal elements, terminating in 2 or 3 elements, central projection conspicuous subquadrangular plate-like and somewhat mesially directed, mesial process broad at base and tapering to long pointed element; annulus ventralis of female hinged cephalically and movable in arc of about 35-45 degrees (Hobbs and Carlson, 1985).

[LENGTH: to 32 TCL, to 50 TL] [WIDTH: to 16]

Diagnostic Characteristics: Pigmented, eyes small; rostrum spatulate; cephalic and hepatic spines absent; areola quite narrow; mesial margin of palm with double row of tubercles and shorter than width of palm, dorsal surface studded with tubercles; male 1st pleopod inclined caudodistally in distal half and with strong shoulder at base of terminal elements, terminating in 2 or 3 elements, cephalic process very poorly defined vestigial at best, subterminal setae absent; annulus ventralis of female hinged cephalically and movable in arc of about 35-45 degrees.

Reproduction Comments: Reproductively active males sharing burrow with females in February and March (probably time of amplexus); no data on brooding.

Ecology Comments: Complex burrows; primary burrower.

Habitat Type: Freshwater
Non-Migrant: Y
Locally Migrant: N
Long Distance Migrant: N

Mobility and Migration Comments: No data; home range probably does not exceed 20 m.

Palaearctic Habitat(s): FORESTED WETLAND

Special Habitat Factors: Burrowing in or using soil

Habitat Comments: This species is a primary burrower whose burrows extend below the water table, sometimes more than a metre down (Fitzpatrick and Eversole 1997). It is found in complex burrows in sandy clay soil with dense growth of Pinus, Quercus, and Nyssa surrounding small woodland pools.

Food Comments: No data.

Phenology Comments: No data; probably most active after sundown.

Length: 5 centimeters

Economic Attributes

Economic Comments: No known economic value.

Management Summary

Biological Research Needs: Range, population size, fecundity

Population/Occurrence Delineation

Group Name: CRAYFISHES

Use Class: Not applicable

Minimum Criteria for an Occurrence: Occurrences are based on some evidence of historical or current presence of single or multiple specimens, including live specimens or recently dead shells (i.e., soft tissue still attached without signs of external weathering or staining), at a given location with potentially recurring existence. Evidence is derived from reliable published observation or collection data; unpublished, though documented (i.e. government or agency reports, web sites, etc.) observation or collection data; or museum specimen information.

Separation Barriers: Separation barriers are based on hydrological discontinuity. Additional physical barriers, particularly for secondary and tertiary burrowers, include presence of upland habitat between water connections of a distance greater than 30 m. Migration of primary burrowers is generally not hindered by presence of upland habitat unless conditions are very xeric (dry and desert-like) (Smith,
Separation Distance for Unsuitable Habitat: 2 km

Alternate Separation Procedure: Freshwater cave (troglobitic) species may occur from near entrances to very deep in cave systems. For cave species, each cave where an observation or collection was recorded (see Minimum EO Criteria, above) constitutes an element occurrence regardless of separation distance unless caves are part of a single hydrological system (see below). Occurrences are additionally separated by underground physical barriers to movement. Multiple caves within a single hydrological cave system are considered to be a single element occurrence when they are less than one km apart. Multiple caves within a single hydrological cave system are considered separate element occurrences when hydrological connections have not been determined or when separated by a distance of at least one km.

Separation Justification: Habitat for these creatures is primarily separated according to each species' burrowing ability. All crayfish are able to burrow to some extent and this ability will help determine the range of habitats in which a species can be found. Burrowing in the Astacidae is limited to streambed and bank excavation (Hobbs, 1988). The Cambaridae, as a whole are much more adept at burrowing than the Astacidae. As a result, they possess a greater habitat range than the Astacidae including dry water bodies (Hogger, 1988).

The burrowers can be classified into three categories: primary burrowers, secondary burrowers, and tertiary burrowers. Primary burrowers tend to remain in their burrows continuously and live in areas without permanent water except during breeding when they must migrate to a nearby water source (Hogger, 1988). The prairies of eastern and central Mississippi and western Alabama are an example of primary burrower habitat (Hogger, 1988). Secondary burrowers remain in burrows during dry periods but emerge when habitats are inundated seasonally. Such habitat includes lentic systems flooded periodically but dry in summer (Huner and Romaine, 1979) and permanent and temporary ponds and swamps in the southern United States. Tertiary burrowers do not burrow except during infrequent drought conditions and/or during breeding season. Both flowing and standing water can be tertiary burrower habitat.

Because primary burrowers, and to a lesser extent secondary burrowers, can occupy xeric habitats, separation barriers for such species do not include presence of upland habitat except in extremely dry conditions. Survival during dry periods, particularly for secondary burrowers, is dependent upon construction of a burrow regardless of season. Several different types have been described (Smith, 2001) depending on species, soil, and depth of water table.

Published information about movement in relation to migration distance is lacking but Cooper (1998, personal communication) and Fitzpatrick (1998, personal communication) both recommend a separation distance of one km between element occurrences. Dispersal patterns are best known for invasive species which likely have the greatest dispersal capability, therefore, separation distances have been determined for all crayfish based on these studies. Guan and Wiles (1997) provided evidence from the River Great Ouse in the United Kingdom that the range of movement for the majority of the invasive *Pacifastacus leniusculus* was within 190 m. Bubb et al. (2004) also studied P. leniusculus in England using radio-tagging and found median maximal upstream and downstream movement distances were 13.5 m (range 0-283 m) and 15 m (range 0-417 m), respectively. Barbaresi et al. (2004) found that ranging speed in the invasive crayfish *Procambarus clarkii* (Girard) to be slow (0.3 to 76.5 m/day) with the widest ranging individual traveling 304 m. Lewis and Horton (1996) found that 21% of tagged *Pacifastacus leniusculus* in an Oregon harvest pond moved >1000 m in one year while the majority moved <500 m. As such minimum separation distance (unsuitable and suitable) has been set at the NatureServe standard minimum of two km.

Exposed pools and streams in caves represent "karst windows" into more extensive underground streams. No information on the distance crayfish can disperse in underground streams is yet available.

Date: 18 Oct 2004

Author: Cordeiro, J.


Secondary burrowers include the following taxa: Cambarus (Cambarus) ortmanni, C. (Depressicambarus) latimanus, C. (D.) rensbrincus, Hobbseus, Procambarus (Cambarus) clarkii, P. (Girardiella) kensleyi, P. (G.) reimeri, P. (G.) simulans, P. (G.) steigmani, P. (G.) tulanei, P. (Hagenides) pygmaeus, P. (Leonticambarus) [excepting P. alleni and P. milleri], P. (Otmnicanus) [excepting the cave dwelling species], P. (Tenuicambarus)


Population/Occurrence Viability


U.S. Invasive Species Impact Rank (I-Rank) Not yet assessed

Authors/Contributors

NatureServe Conservation Status Factors Edition Date: 01Jul2009


Element Ecology & Life History Edition Date: 24Jun2009


Zoological data developed by NatureServe and its network of natural heritage programs (see Local Programs) and other contributors and cooperators (see Sources).
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**Etheostoma collis** - (Hubbs and Cannon, 1935)

Carolina Darter

**Other Related Name(s):** *Etheostoma saludae* (Hubbs and Cannon, 1935)

**Related ITIS Name(s):** *Etheostoma collis* (Hubbs and Cannon, 1935) (TSN 168383); *Etheostoma saludae* (Hubbs and Cannon, 1935) (TSN 168384)

**Unique Identifier:** ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.106371

**Element Code:** AFCQC02150

**Informal Taxonomy:** Animals, Vertebrates - Fishes - Bony Fishes - Perches and Darters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kingdom</th>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Genus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animalia</td>
<td>Cranata</td>
<td>Actinopterygii</td>
<td>Perciformes</td>
<td>Percidae</td>
<td>Etheostoma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Genus Size:** D - Medium to large genus (21+ species)


- **Concept Reference Code:** 891ROB01NAUS

- **Name Used in Concept Reference:** *Etheostoma collis*

- **Taxonomic Comments:** This species includes *E. saludae*, which was synonymized with *E. collis* by Jenkins and Burkhead (1994). The nominal subspecies *collis* and *lepidinion* were not recognized as valid by Burkhead and Jenkins (1991).

**Conservation Status**

- **NatureServe Status**

  - **Global Status:** G3
  - **Global Status Last Reviewed:** 06May2009
  - **Global Status Last Changed:** 23Sep1996
  - **Rounded Global Status:** G3 - Vulnerable
  - **Reasons:** Known from a few dozen occurrences in Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, but has not been taken from several of these in recent surveys; uncommon; probably more widespread than now apparent, due to inadequate survey effort; threats may include chemical runoff from agricultural land and possibly turbidity caused by excessive silt in the water, such as may result from urbanization; habitat destruction through inundation by dams is a potential threat.
  - **Nation:** United States
  - **National Status:** N3

- **U.S. & Canada State/Province Status**

  - United States: [North Carolina (S3), South Carolina (SNR), Virginia (S2)]

**Other Statuses**

- **NatureServe Conservation Status Factors**

  - **Global Abundance:** Unknown
  - **Global Abundance Comments:** Total adult population size is unknown. This species is generally rare or uncommon, but common or abundant in Mines Creek, Virginia (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994).
Estimated Number of Element Occurrences: 21 - 80
Estimated Number of Element Occurrences Comments: Menhinick (1991) mapped about 53 collection sites in North Carolina; these represent probably at least a few dozen distinct occurrences. Jenkins and Burkhead (1994) mapped 13 collection sites in Virginia, representing perhaps a half dozen or more distinct occurrences. Probably there are significantly more occurrences than available records indicate; the habitat tends not to attract ichthyologists and has not been well surveyed.

Global Short Term Trend: Unknown
Global Short Term Trend Comments: Population trend is unknown.

Global Long Term Trend: Moderate decline to relatively stable (25% change to 50% decline)
Global Long Term Trend Comments: Some populations have declined (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994), but the degree of decline is unknown.

Global Inventory Needs: Better information is needed on current distribution, abundance, and trends.

Global Protection: Unknown whether any occurrences are appropriately protected and managed

Degree of Threat: Localized substantial threat
Threat Scope: Unknown
Threat Severity: Moderate
Threat Immediacy: High
Threats: Threats may include chemical runoff from agricultural land and possibly turbidity caused by excessive silt in the water (Burkhead and Jenkins 1991), such as may result from urbanization. Habitat destruction through inundation by dams is a potential threat.

Jelks et al. (2008) categorized this species as Vulnerable (a taxon that is in imminent danger of becoming threatened throughout all or a significant portion of its range), based on present or threatened destruction, modification, or reduction of habitat or range.

Distribution

U.S. States and Canadian Provinces

Endemism: endemic to a single nation

U.S. & Canada State/Province Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/Province</th>
<th>Conservation Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC, SC, VA</td>
<td>S1: Critically Imperiled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Global Range: 5000-200,000 square km (about 2000-80,000 square miles)
Global Range Comments: Localized populations occur in lower and middle Piedmont streams from the Roanoke River system in Virginia to the Santee...
River system in South Carolina (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994). some of the apparently localized distribution may be an artifact of insufficient survey effort (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994).

**Ecology & Life History**

**Basic Description:** A fish (darter) that reaches a maximum length of 6 cm.

**Reproduction Comments:** Spawning may peak near the end of March (Page 1983, Kuehne and Barbour 1983). Individuals captured in mid-March at a water temperature of 13.3°C began spawning the next day when placed in an aquarium at room temperature (Burkhead and Jenkins 1991). In North Carolina, spawning occurs usually in late March and early April (Collette 1962).

**Habitat Type:** Freshwater

**Non-Migrant:** N

**Locally Migrant:** N

**Long Distance Migrant:** N

**Riverine Habitat(s):** CREEK, Low gradient, Moderate gradient, Pool

**Special Habitat Factors:** Benthic

**Habitat Comments:** This darter typically occurs in small upland creeks and rivulets in wooded and deforested (pasture) areas, in areas of low current velocity (pools and very slow runs), usually on sand, gravel, and detritus in open and stick-littered areas, sometimes among brush and fallen tree limbs, and likely also among vegetation (Lee et al. 1980, Burkhead and Jenkins 1991, Jenkins and Burkhead 1994). It has been collected also in faster water (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994), on substrates of sand, gravel, and bedrock (Collette 1962) or sand, mud, or rubble covered by silt or detritus (Lee et al. 1980), and in murky water over clay and silt (Kuehne and Barbour 1983).

**Adult Food Habits:** Invertivore

---

**Natural heritage records exist for the following U.S. counties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>County Name (FIPS Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Anson (37007), Cabarrus (37025), Chatham (37037), Davidson (37057), Durham (37063), Granville (37077), Guilford (37081), Mecklenburg (37119), Montgomery (37123), Moore (37125), Orange (37135), Randolph (37151), Richmond (37153), Stanly (37167), Union (37179)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Anderson (45007)<em>, Fairfield (45039), Richland (45079)</em>, York (45091)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Charlotte (51037), Halifax (51083), Mecklenburg (51117)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Extirpated/possibly extirpated

**U.S. Distribution by Watershed (based on available natural heritage records)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Watershed Region</th>
<th>Watershed Name (Watershed Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Middle Roanoke (03010102)<em>, Lower Dan (03010104)</em>, Lower Catawba (03050103)<em>, Wateree (03050104)</em>, Lower Broad (03050106)<em>, Seneca (03060101)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Natural heritage record(s) exist for this watershed

* Extirpated/possibly extirpated

---

**U.S. Distribution by Watershed (based on multiple information sources)**

Map created June 2003

[Map image]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Watershed Region</th>
<th>Watershed Name (Watershed Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Middle Roanoke (03010102)+, Lower Dan (03010104)+, Lower Catawba (03050103)+, Wateree (03050104)+, Lower Broad (03050106)+, Seneca (03060101)+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Natural heritage record(s) exist for this watershed

* Extirpated/possibly extirpated

---

[Table]

Immature Food Habits: Invertivore
Food Comments: Eats microcrustaceans and mayfly and dipteran larvae (Knicely, in Burkhead and Jenkins 1991; Jenkins and Burkhead 1994).
Length: 4 centimeters

Economic Attributes

Management Summary

Biological Research Needs: Research on basic life history is needed.

Population/Occurrence Delineation

Group Name: DARTERS

Use Class: Not applicable

Minimum Criteria for an Occurrence: Occurrences are based on evidence of historical presence, or current and likely recurring presence, at a given location. Such evidence minimally includes collection or reliable observation and documentation of one or more individuals (including eggs and larvae) in appropriate habitat.

Separation Barriers: Dam lacking a suitable fishway; high waterfall; upland habitat.

Separation Distance for Suitable Habitat: 10 km
Separation Distance for Unsuitable Habitat: 10 km

Separation Justification: Data on dispersal and other movements generally are not available. Though larvae of some species may drift with the current, Turner (2001) found no significant relationship between a larval transport index and gene flow among several different darter species.

Separation distances are arbitrary but reflect the likely low probability that two occupied locations separated by less than several kilometers of aquatic habitat would represent truly independent populations.

Because of the difficulty in defining suitable versus unsuitable habitat, especially with respect to dispersal, and to simplify the delineation of occurrences, a single separation distance is used regardless of habitat quality.

Occupied locations that are separated by a gap of 10 km or more of any aquatic habitat that is not known to be occupied generally represent different occurrences. However, it is important to evaluate seasonal changes in habitat to ensure that an occupied habitat occurrence for a particular population does not artificially separate spawning areas and nonspawning areas as different occurrences simply because there have been no collections/observations in an intervening area that may exceed the separation distance.

Date: 21Sep2004
Author: Hammerson, G.

Population/Occurrence Viability


U.S. Invasive Species Impact Rank (I-Rank) Not yet assessed

Authors/Contributors

NatureServe Conservation Status Factors Edition Date: 06May2009
Element Ecology & Life History Edition Date: 06May2009
Element Ecology & Life History Author(s): Hammerson, G.

Zoological data developed by NatureServe and its network of natural heritage programs (see Local Programs) and other contributors and cooperators (see Sources).
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**Pyganodon cataracta** - (Say, 1817)
Eastern Floater

**Related ITIS Name(s):** Anodonta cataracta Say, 1817 (TSN 79932); Pyganodon cataracta (Say, 1817) (TSN 568176)

**Unique Identifier:** ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.109938

**Element Code:** IMBIV54010

**Informal Taxonomy:** Animals, Invertebrates - Mollusks - Freshwater Mussels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kingdom</th>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Genus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animalia</td>
<td>Mollusca</td>
<td>Bivalvia</td>
<td>Unionoida</td>
<td>Unionidae</td>
<td>Pyganodon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concept Reference


**Concept Reference Code:** B98TUR01EHUS

**Name Used in Concept Reference:** Pyganodon cataracta

**Taxonomic Comments:** This species was placed in the newly elevated genus Pyganodon by Hoeh (1990). Recently, Zanatta et al. (2007) supported the monophyly of both Pyganodon and Utterbackia using mutation coding of allozyme data, but also resolved the Eurasian Anodonta cygnea to Pyganodon, Utterbackia, and North American Anodonta; indicating further phylogenetic analysis of the Anodontinae is required including both North American and Eurasian species.

Conservation Status

**NatureServe Status**

**Global Status:** G5
**Global Status Last Reviewed:** 14Apr2007
**Global Status Last Changed:** 25Nov1996
**Rounded Global Status:** G5 - Secure

**Reasons:** This species is common and wide ranging in the Atlantic drainages from the Lower St. Lawrence River basin south to the Altamaha River basin, Georgia, and in the Alabama-Coosa River drainage, and the Apalachicola and Choctawhatchee River basins, Georgia.

**Nation:** United States
**National Status:** N5
**Nation:** Canada
**National Status:** N5 (17Jul2006)

**U.S. & Canada State/Province Status**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Canada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama (S3), Connecticut (SU), Delaware (S4), District of Columbia (SNR), Florida (SNR), Georgia (S5), Maine (SNR), Maryland (S5), Massachusetts (S5), New Hampshire (S4?), New Jersey (S5), New York (S4), North Carolina (S5), Pennsylvania (S3S4), Rhode Island (SNR), South Carolina (SNR), Vermont (S4), Virginia (S5), West Virginia (SH), Wisconsin (SU)</td>
<td>New Brunswick (S5), Nova Scotia (S5), Ontario (S2), Prince Edward Island (SNR), Quebec (S4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Statuses
**NatureServe Conservation Status Factors**

**Global Abundance:** >1,000,000 individuals

**Global Abundance Comments:** In the ACF basin, it was recently collected from 4 of 324 sites in Alabama, Florida, and Georgia the lower main channel of the Chipola River in Florida (new state record) and three tributaries of the Flint River (the first records from this system) (Brim-Box and Williams, 2000). This is the southern range limit where it is considered rare.

**Estimated Number of Element Occurrences:** > 300

**Estimated Number of Element Occurrences Comments:** In Maine, this is the second most common freshwater mussel species occurring in every major watershed in every county (Nedeau et al., 2000). It is found throughout much of Rhode Island (Raithe and Hartenstein, 2006). In Massachusetts, it is very common occurring in every drainage system in the state in every county (Smith, 2000) and is similarly common in Vermont (Fichtel and Smith, 1995) and Connecticut (Nedeau and Victoria, 2003). In the Delaware River basin, it has been recorded in the Middle Delaware- Mongaup- Broadhead drainage in New York to bordering Pennsylvania (Strayer and Ralley, 1991). In the Delmarva peninsula, this species was found in the Susquehanna, Bohemia, Sassafras, Chester, Choptank, Nanticoke, Wicomico, Appoquinimink, Leipsic, St. Jones, Murderrkill, Mispsillion, Cedar Creek, and Indian River systems in Delaware and Maryland (Counts et al., 1991). In Maryland, it is known from the Upper Potomac, Washington Metro, Gunpowder, Susquehanna, Elk, Choptank, Chester, and Naticoke River drainages (Bogan and Proch, 1995), but may be extirpated from the upper Potomac in West Virginia (Taylor, 1987). It is found throughout much of eastern Virginia including the James (Burch, 2002), Potomac (Bogan and Proch, 1995), Chowan and Roanoke (Bogan, 2002). Johnson (1970) cites the Dan, James, Rapidan, and Roanoke drainages in Virginia. Recently, this species was found in 3 sites in Great Pee Dee River and Lynches River in South Carolina (Catena Group, 2006). In South Carolina, it is wide ranging from the Savannah, Cooper-Santee, Pee Dee, and Waccamaw River basins (Bogan and Alderman, 2004). In Alabama, it is restricted to the Chattahoochee and possibly Chipola River systems but has not been reported since the 1970s (Mirarchi, 2004). It has since been collected in the Uchee Creek, Russell Co. and Lake Martin (Tallapoosa River) specimens are this species (Williams et al., 2008). In North Carolina, it is wide-ranging from the Broad River basin north to the Pasquotank River basin (Bogan, 2002). It was recently documented in the Ucheee Creek, Russell Co. and Lake Martin (Tallapoosa River) specimens are this species (Williams et al., 2008).

**Global Short Term Trend:** Stable (unchanged or within +/- 10% fluctuation in population, range, area occupied, and/or number or condition of occurrences)

**Global Long Term Trend:** Relatively stable (+/- 25% change)

**Global Protection:** Unknown whether any occurrences are appropriately protected and managed

**Fragility:** Environmental Specificity: Broad. Generalist or community with all key requirements common.

**Environmental Specificity Comments:** This species has a broad environmental tolerance and low host specificity (Nedeau et al., 2000).

**Distribution**

**U.S. States and Canadian Provinces**
Endemism: occurs (regularly, as a native taxon) in multiple nations

**U.S. & Canada State/Province Distribution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States</th>
<th>AL, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, SC, VA, VT, WI, WV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>NB, NS, ON, PE, QC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Range Map**

No map available.

**Global Range:** >2,500,000 square km (greater than 1,000,000 square miles)

**Global Range Comments:** This species is common and wide ranging in the Atlantic drainages from the Lower St. Lawrence River basin south to the Altamaha River basin and west to the Great Lakes, Georgia, and in the Alabama-Coosa River drainage, and the Apalachicola and Choctawhatchee River basins, Georgia. In the Apalachicola Basin (ACF basin = formed by Apalachicola, Chattahoochee, and Flint Rivers) of Alabama, Florida, and Georgia, this species is historically known from 21 records from 12 sites from the ACF system including the main channel of the Apalachicola River and mainstem and tributaries of the Chipola and Chattahoochee Rivers (but not the Flint River) (Brim Box and Williams, 2000). In the ACF basin, it was recently collected from 4 of 324 sites in Alabama, Florida, and Georgia the lower main channel of the Chipola River in Florida (first state record) and three tributaries of the Flint River (the first records from this system) (Brim-Box and Williams, 2000).

**Natural heritage records exist for the following U.S. counties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>County Name (FIPS Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Bradford (42015), Bucks (42017), Cameron (42023), Centre (42027), Chester (42029), Clinton (42035), Columbia (42037), Cumberland (42041), Dauphin (42043), Luzerne (42079), Lycoming (42081)<em>, Northampton (42095), Northumberland (42097), Perry (42099), Snyder (42109)</em>, Susquehanna (42115)*, Tioga (42117), Wyoming (42131), York (42133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Allendale (45005), Anderson (45007), Barnwell (45011), Chesterfield (45025), Edgefield (45037), Fairfield (45039), Hampton (45049), Jasper (45053), Lancaster (45057), McCormick (45065), Orangeburg (45075), Saluda (45081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Oneida (55085)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Extirpated/possibly extirpated
Ecology & Life History

**Reproduction Comments:** This species is a long-term brooder- eggs are fertilized in August and glochidia are released the following spring. Reported glochidial hosts include Ambloplites rupestris (rock bass) (Gray et al., 1999), Catostomus commersoni (white sucker) (Gray et al., 1999; Wiles, 1975), Cyprinus carpio (common carp) (Lefevre and Curtis, 1911; 1912), Gasterosteus aculeatus (threespine stickleback) (Wiles, 1975; Threlfall, 1986), Lepomis gibbosus (pumpkinseed) (Connor, 1905; Gray et al., 1999), Lepomis macrochirus (bluegill) (see Watters, 1994), and Perca flavescens (yellow perch) (see Watters, 1994; Gray et al., 1999).

**Habitat Type:** Freshwater

**Non-Migrant:** N

**Locally Migrant:** N

**Long Distance Migrant:** N

**Riverine Habitat(s):** BIG RIVER, CREEK, Low gradient, MEDIUM RIVER, Pool

**Lacustrine Habitat(s):** Deep water, Shallow water

**Special Habitat Factors:** Benthic

**Habitat Comments:** This species is found in a wide variety of habitats, including small streams, rivers, ponds, and lakes. It is usually confined to slow-moving portions of riverine environments, in sandy or muddy substrates. It has a high tolerance for silt and can be found in deeper water of lakes and ponds (Nedeau et al., 2000).

**Economic Attributes** Not yet assessed

**Management Summary** Not yet assessed

**Population/Occurrence Delineation**

**Group Name:** FRESHWATER MUSSELS

**Use Class:** Not applicable

**Minimum Criteria for an Occurrence:** Occurrences are based on some evidence of historical or current presence of single or multiple specimens, including live specimens or recently dead shells (i.e., soft tissue still attached and/or nacre still glossy and iridescent without signs of external weathering or staining), at a given location with potentially recurring existence. Weathered shells constitute a historic occurrence. Evidence is derived from reliable published observation or collection data; unpublished, though documented (i.e. government or agency reports, web sites, etc.) observation or collection data; or museum specimen information.

**Mapping Guidance:** Based on the separation distances outlined herein, for freshwater mussels in STANDING WATER (or backwater areas of flowing water such as oxbows and sloughs), all standing water bodies with either (1) greater than 2 km linear distance of unsuitable habitat between (i.e. lotic connections), or (2) more than 10 km of apparently unoccupied though suitable habitat (including lentic shoreline, linear distance across water bodies, and lentic water bodies with proper lotic connections), are considered separate element occurrences. Only the largest standing water bodies (with 20 km linear shoreline or greater) may have greater than one element occurrence within each. Multiple collection or observation locations in one lake, for example, would only constitute multiple occurrences in the largest lakes, and only then if there was some likelihood that unsurveyed areas between collections did not contain the element.

For freshwater mussels in FLOWING WATER conditions, occurrences are separated by a distance of more than 2 stream km of unsuitable habitat, or a distance of more than 10 stream km of apparently unoccupied though suitable habitat. Standing water between occurrences is considered suitable habitat when calculating separation distance for flowing water mussel species unless dispersal barriers (see Separation Barriers) are in place.

Several mussel species in North America occur in both standing and flowing water (see Specs Notes). Calculation of separation distance and determination of separation barriers for these taxa should take into account the environment in which the element was collected. Juvenile mussels do not follow this pattern and juveniles are typically missed by most standard sampling methods (Hastie and Coe, 2002; Neves and Widlak, 1987), therefore juvenile movement is not considered when calculating separation distance. Separation Barriers: Separation barriers within standing water bodies are based solely on separation distance (see Separation Distance-suitable, below). Separation barriers between standing water bodies and within flowing water systems include lack of lotic connections, natural barriers such as upland habitat, absence of appropriate species specific fish hosts, water depth greater than 10 meters (Cvancara, 1972; Moyle and Bacon, 1969) or anthropogenic barriers to water flow such as dams or other impoundments and high waterfalls.

**Separation Distance for Unsuitable Habitat:** 2 km
Separation Distance for Suitable Habitat: 10 km
Alternate Separation Procedure: None
Separation Justification: Adult freshwater mussels are largely sedentary spending their entire lives very near to the place where they first successfully settled (Coker et al., 1921; Watters, 1992). Strayer (1999) demonstrated in field trials that mussels in streams occur chiefly in flow refuges, or relatively stable areas that displayed little movement of particles during flood events. Flow refuges conceivably allow relatively immobile mussels to remain in the same general location throughout their entire lives. Movement occurs with the impetus of some stimulus (nearby water disturbance, physical removal from the water such as during collection, exposure conditions during low water, seasonal temperature change or associated diurnal cycles) and during spawning. Movement is confined to either vertical movement burrowing deeper into sediments though rarely completely beneath the surface, or horizontal movement in a distinct path often away from the area of stimulus. Vertical movement is generally seasonal with rapid descent into the sediment in autumn and gradual reappearance at the surface during spring (Amyot and Downing, 1991; 1997). Horizontal movement is generally on the order of a few meters at most and is associated with day length and during times of spawning (Amyot and Downing, 1997). Such locomotion plays little, if any, part in the distribution of freshwater mussels as these limited movements are not dispersal mechanisms. Dispersal patterns are largely speculative but have been attributed to stream size and surface geology (Strayer, 1983; Strayer and Railley, 1993; van der Schalie, 1938), utilization of flow refuges during flood stages (Strayer, 1999), and patterns of host fish distribution during spawning periods (Haag and Warren, 1998; Watters, 1992). Lee and DeAngelis (1997) modeled the dispersal of freshwater into unoccupied habitats as a traveling wave front with a velocity ranging from 0.87 to 2.47 km/year (depending on mussel life span) with increase in glochidial attachment rate to fish having no effect on wave velocity.

Nearly all mussels require a host or hosts during the parasitic larval portion of their life cycle. Hosts are usually fish, but a few exceptional species utilize amphibians as hosts (Van Snik Gray et al., 2002; Howard, 1915) or may metamorphose without a host (Allen, 1924; Barfield et al., 1998; Lefevre and Curtis, 1911; 1912). Haag and Warren (1998) found that densities of host generalist mussels (using a variety of hosts from many different families) and displaying host specialists (using a small number of hosts usually in the same family but mussel females have behavioral modifications to attract hosts to the gravid female) were independent of the densities of their hosts. Densities of non-displaying host specialist mussels (using a small number of hosts usually in the same family but without host-attracting behavior) were correlated positively with densities of their hosts. Upstream dispersal of host fish for non-displaying host specialist mussels could, theoretically, transport mussel larvae (glochidia) over long distances through unsuitable habitat, but it is unlikely that this occurs very often. D. Strayer (personal communication) suggested a distance of at least 10 km, but a greater distance between occurrences may be necessary to constitute genetic separation of populations. As such, separation distance is based on a set, though arbitrary, distance between two known points of occurrence.

Date: 18Oct2004
Author: Cordeiro, J.
Notes: Contact Jay Cordeiro (jay_cordeiro@natureserve.org) for a complete list of freshwater mussel taxa sorted by flow regime.
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**Villosa delumbis** - (Conrad, 1834)
Eastern Creekshell

**Related ITIS Name(s):** *Villosa delumbis* (Conrad, 1834) (TSN 80207)

**Unique Identifier:** ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.115946

**Element Code:** IMBV47190

**Informal Taxonomy:** Animals, Invertebrates - Mollusks - Freshwater Mussels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kingdom</th>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Genus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animalia</td>
<td>Mollusca</td>
<td>Bivalvia</td>
<td>Unionoida</td>
<td>Unionida</td>
<td>Villosa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Genus Size:** C - Small genus (6-20 species)

**Conservation Reference**


**Concept Reference Code:** B98TUR01EHUS

**Name Used in Concept Reference:** *Villosa delumbis*

**Conservation Status**

**NatureServe Status**

**Global Status:** G4
**Global Status Last Reviewed:** 08Jun2007
**Global Status Last Changed:** 25Nov1996

**Rounded Global Status:** G4 - Apparently Secure

**Reasons:** This species ranges from the Ocmulgee River, Georgia, north to the Cape Fear River in North Carolina and is generally secure throughout its range.

**Nation:** United States

**National Status:** N4

**U.S. & Canada State/Province Status**

United States: Georgia (S4), North Carolina (S3), South Carolina (SNR)

**Other Statuses**

**American Fisheries Society Status:** Currently Stable (01Jan1993)

**NatureServe Conservation Status Factors**

**Global Abundance:** 100,000 to >1,000,000 individuals

**Global Abundance Comments:** The eastern creekshell was found at 18 of the 61 sites in a recent study of the Pee Dee River drainage in South Carolina, predominately in shallow water habitats, with a variety of substrates. The maximum number of individuals found at any site was 14. The relatively low numbers of this species found is likely partially attributable to search efforts, as the majority of survey time with this study was focused on deeper habitats (Catena Group, 2006).
Estimated Number of Element Occurrences: 81 - 300

Estimated Number of Element Occurrences Comments: In South Carolina, it can be found in the Savannah, Salkehatchee-Cumbahee, Edisto, Cooper-Santee, Pee Dee, and Waccamaw River basins (Bogan and Alderman, 2004). Recently, this species was found in 18 (of 61) sites in Pee Dee River drainage in South Carolina (Catena Group, 2006) including the Waccamaw River, Black River, Pocotaligo River, Lynches River, and Great Pee Dee River. In North Carolina, its range includes most Atlantic drainages such as the Catawba, Pee Dee, Waccamaw, and Cape Fear River basins (Bogan, 2002) in 18 counties (LeGrand et al., 2006). Johnson (1972) claims *Villosa amygdala* is replaced in the Atlantic Slope from the Altamaha River system, Georgia, north to the Neuse River system, North Carolina, by *Villosa delumbis*.

Global Short Term Trend: Stable (unchanged or within +/- 10% fluctuation in population, range, area occupied, and/or number or condition of occurrences)

Global Long Term Trend: Relatively stable (+/- 25% change)

Global Protection: Unknown whether any occurrences are appropriately protected and managed

Fragility: Environmental Specificity: Moderate. Generalist or community with some key requirements scarce.

Environmental Specificity Comments: Johnson (1970) reported this species living in mud or soft sand, rich in vegetation, in small creeks and rivers.

Distribution

U.S. States and Canadian Provinces

Endemism: endemic to a single nation

U.S. & Canada State/Province Distribution

| United States | GA, NC, SC |

Range Map
No map available.
**Global Range:** 5000-20,000 square km (about 2000-8000 square miles)

**Global Range Comments:** This species ranges from Ocmulgee River drainage of the Altamaha River basin, Georgia, north to the Cape Fear River basin in North Carolina (Bogan and Alderman, 2004).

---

**Ecology & Life History**

**Reproduction Comments:** The glochidial host is not known.

**Habitat Type:** Freshwater

**Non-Migrant:** N

**Locally Migrant:** N

**Long Distance Migrant:** N

**Riverine Habitat(s):** CREEK, Pool

**Habitat Comments:** Johnson (1970) reported this species living in mud or soft sand, rich in vegetation, in small creeks and rivers.

---

**Economic Attributes**

Not yet assessed

**Management Summary**

Not yet assessed

**Population/Occurrence Delineation**

**Group Name:** FRESHWATER MUSSELS

**Use Class:** Not applicable

**Minimum Criteria for an Occurrence:** Occurrences are based on some evidence of historical or current presence of single or multiple specimens, including live specimens or recently dead shells (i.e., soft tissue still attached and/or nacre still glossy and iridescent without signs of external weathering or staining), at a given location with potentially recurring existence. Weathered shells constitute a historic occurrence. Evidence is derived from reliable published observation or collection data; unpublished, though documented (i.e. government or agency reports, web sites, etc.) observation or collection data; or museum specimen information.

**Mapping Guidance:** Based on the separation distances outlined herein, for freshwater mussels in STANDING WATER (or backwater areas of flowing water such as oxbows and sloughs), all standing water bodies with either (1) greater than 2 km linear distance of unsuitable habitat between (i.e. lotic connections), or (2) more than 10 km of apparently unoccupied though suitable habitat (including lentic shoreline, linear distance across water bodies, and lentic water bodies with proper lotic connections), are considered separate element occurrences. Only the largest standing water bodies (with 20 km linear shoreline or greater) may have greater than one element occurrence within each. Multiple collection or observation locations in one lake, for example, would only constitute multiple occurrences in the largest lakes, and only then if there was some likelihood that unsurveyed areas between collections did not contain the element.

For freshwater mussels in FLOWING WATER conditions, occurrences are separated by a distance of more than 2 stream km of unsuitable habitat, or a distance of more than 10 stream km of apparently unoccupied though suitable habitat. Standing water between occurrences is considered suitable habitat when calculating separation distance for flowing water mussel species unless dispersal barriers (see Separation Barriers) are in place.

Several mussel species in North America occur in both standing and flowing water (see Specs Notes). Calculation of separation distance and determination of separation barriers for these taxa should take into account the environment in which the element was collected. Juvenile mussels do not follow this pattern and juveniles are typically missed by most standard sampling methods (Hastie and Cosgrove, 2002; Neves and Widlak, 1987), therefore juvenile movement is not considered when calculating separation distance.
Separation Barriers: Separation barriers within standing water bodies are based solely on separation distance (see Separation Distance-suitable, below). Separation barriers between standing water bodies and within flowing water systems include lack of lotic connections, natural barriers such as upland habitat, absence of appropriate species specific fish hosts, water depth greater than 10 meters (Cvancara, 1972; Moyle and Bacon, 1969) or anthropogenic barriers to water flow such as dams or other impoundments and high waterfalls.

Separation Distance for Unsuitable Habitat: 2 km
Separation Distance for Suitable Habitat: 10 km
Alternate Separation Procedure: None
Separation Justification: Adult freshwater mussels are largely sedentary spending their entire lives very near to the place where they first successfully settled (Coker et al., 1921; Watters, 1992). Strayer (1999) demonstrated in field trials that mussels in streams occur chiefly in flow refuges, or relatively stable areas that displayed little movement of particles during flood events. Flow refuges conceivably allow relatively immobile mussels to remain in the same general location throughout their entire lives. Movement occurs with the impetus of some stimulus (nearby water disturbance, physical removal from the water such as during collection, exposure conditions during low water, seasonal temperature change or associated diurnal cycles) and during spawning. Movement is confined to either vertical movement burrowing deeper into sediments though rarely completely beneath the surface, or horizontal movement in a distinct path often away from the area of stimulus. Vertical movement is generally seasonal with rapid descent into the sediment in autumn and gradual reappearance at the surface during spring (Amyot and Downing, 1991; 1997). Horizontal movement is generally on the order of a few meters at most and is associated with day length and during times of spawning (Amyot and Downing, 1997). Such locomotion plays little, if any, part in the distribution of freshwater mussels as these limited movements are not dispersal mechanisms. Dispersal patterns are largely speculative but have been attributed to stream size and surface geology (Strayer, 1983; Strayer and Railey, 1993; van der Schalie, 1938), utilization of flow refuges during flood stages (Strayer, 1999), and patterns of host fish distribution during spawning periods (Haag and Warren, 1998; Watters, 1992). Lee and DeAngelis (1997) modeled the dispersal of freshwater into unoccupied habitats as a traveling wave front with a velocity ranging from 0.87 to 2.47 km/year (depending on mussel life span) with increase in glochidial attachment rate to fish having no effect on wave velocity.

Nearly all mussels require a host or hosts during the parasitic larval portion of their life cycle. Hosts are usually fish, but a few exceptional species utilize amphibians as hosts (Van Snik Gray et al., 2002; Howard, 1915) or may metamorphose without a host (Allen, 1924; Barfield et al., 1998; Lefevre and Curtis, 1911; 1912), Haag and Warren (1998) found that densities of host generalist mussels (using a variety of hosts from many different families) and displaying host specialists (using a small number of hosts usually in the same family but mussel females have behavioral modifications to attract hosts to the gravid female) were independent of the densities of their hosts. Densities of non-displaying host specialist mussels could, theoretically, transport mussel larvae (glochidia) over long distances through unsuitable habitat, but it is unlikely that this occurs very often.
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**Elliptio lanceolata** - (I. Lea, 1828)
Yellow Lance

*Related ITIS Name(s):* *Elliptio lanceolata* (I. Lea, 1828) (TSN 79964)

*Unique Identifier:* ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.110016

*Element Code:* IMBIV14180

*Informal Taxonomy:* Animals, Invertebrates - Mollusks - Freshwater Mussels

---

**Concept Reference**


*Concept Reference Code:* B98TUR01EHUS

**Name Used in Concept Reference:** *Elliptio lanceolata*

**Taxonomic Comments:** The classification of the Atlantic Slope species of *Elliptio* is currently in a state of confusion. Johnson (1970) lumped many named taxa under a single name. Current research is finding many of these synonymized taxa to be valid species. This research is in progress and will result in the recognition of numerous additional taxa in this genus. Long recognized as a species-complex (e.g., Fuller, 1977), Johnson (1970) listed 25 nominal species in the synonymy of *Elliptio lanceolata*. At least one of these species (and probably others) deserves species-level recognition based on genetic data (Davis and Mulvey, 1993). Although Britton and Fuller (1979) noted that the range of *Elliptio lanceolata* extended from the Escambia and Apalachicola River systems in Alabama and Florida, this species is no longer recognized from those drainages. Historically the range extended from the Satilla River system, Georgia, to the Susquehanna River system, Pennsylvania (Britton and Fuller, 1979; Johnson, 1970). John Alderman (pers. comm.) considered this species to range from the Neuse-Tar River system in North Carolina to the Rappahannock River system in Virginia. Records for this species north of the Rappahannock are now considered to be in error (J. Alderman, pers. comm.). Some additional genetic work on the complex has been completed by Allen Stivens at the University of North Carolina (J. Alderman pers. comm.). Specimens from the Pee Dee River system in South Carolina more closely resemble what was described from the Cape Fear River Basin in North Carolina and have at times been called *Elliptio nasutilius* (Lea, 1863) (Catena Group, 2006). This species is very similar to, if not the same as the northern lance (*Elliptio fisherianus*), which was described from the Chester River in Maryland. Much more research is needed.

---

**Conservation Status**

**NatureServe Status**

*Global Status:* G2G3

*Global Status Last Reviewed:* 01Nov2007

*Global Status Last Changed:* 01Oct2000

*Rounded Global Status:* G2 - Imperiled

**Reasons:** This species appears to be in decline throughout its historical range in North Carolina and Virginia and is probably extirpated from several of the historical occurrences, however taxonomy is uncertain because specimens from the Pee Dee River system in South Carolina more closely resemble what was described from the Cape Fear River Basin in North Carolina and have at times been called *Elliptio nasutilius*. Despite questions about its taxonomy, whether it eventually is deemed to be a species or species complex, the taxon is clearly beginning to experience the effects of decline throughout much of its range.

*Nation:* United States

*National Status:* N2N3
Other Statuses

IUCN Red List Category: NT - Near threatened
American Fisheries Society Status: Endangered (01Jan1993)

NatureServe Conservation Status Factors

Global Abundance: 2500 - 100,000 individuals

Global Abundance Comments: The abundance of *Elliptio lanceolata* appears to be declining throughout most of its historical range. For example, only one individual was found in a recent survey of parts of the South Anna River drainage (J. Alderman, pers. comm.).

Estimated Number of Element Occurrences Comments: The number of historical and extant occurrences is difficult to determine because of the taxonomic confusion regarding this species, and because status surveys have not been conducted throughout its historical range. However, within the range where it is currently recognized to occur, Johnson (1970) lists three historical occurrences from the Neuse River drainage, two from the Tar River, two from the Roanoke River system, one from the Chowan River system, seven from the James River drainage, two from the South Anna River drainage, and four from the Rappahannock River system. It may currently be extirpated from the Roanoke River system, and from the main stem of the Rappahannock River (J. Alderman, pers. comm.). In Virginia, it is extirpated, or nearly so, from the Lower Chesapeake and James River basins with extant occurrences only in the Rapidan-Upper Rappahannock and Mattaponi, and the Upper James and Middle James-Willis (J. Alderman, pers. comm., 2000; VA NHP, pers. comm., 2006; see also Burch, 2002). Bogan (2002) cites the Pamlico (Tar) and Neuse River systems (possibly ranging into the far corner of the northeast Cape Fear basin) in North Carolina in Edgecombe, Franklin, Granville, Halifax, Johnson, Nash, Vance, Wake, Warren, and Wayne Cos. (LeGrand et al., 2006). Bogan and Alderman (2004) include *Elliptio angustata, Elliptio folliculata,* and *Elliptio producta* in the *Elliptio lanceolata* group citing all three taxa as occurring in all the Atlantic Slope drainages (Savannah, Salkehatchee, Edisto, Cooper-Santee, Pee-Dee/Waccamaw). Although specimens are known from South Carolina (Stevens, Lynches, Saluda, Tagaloo, Upper Savannah, Enoree-SC NHP, pers. comm., 2007), identification of this species in these areas is tentative. Bogan and Proch (1995) list this species for Maryland in the North Branch Potomac and the Middle Potomac-Cadocin drainages but there is some question as to whether this species occurs this far north (J. Alderman, pers. comm.). If the species ever occurred in Maryland (tentative historical records from Middle Potomac- Annacostina-Occoquan, Chester-Sassafra, Patuxent, Monocacy, Middle Potomac-Catotcin basins; see Johnson, 1970; MCZ specimens), recent surveys have not found it and it is likely extirpated from that state (Jim McCann, MD NHP, pers. comm., 2007). Specimens from the Pee Dee River system in South Carolina more closely resemble what was described from the Cape Fear River Basin in North Carolina and have at times been called *Elliptio nasutilus* (Lea, 1863) (Catena Group, 2006). They should prove to be synonymous with *Elliptio lanceolata,* South Carolina occurrences would include the Waccamaw, Black, Lynches, Little Pee Dee, and Great Pee Dee Rivier drainages (Catena Group, 2006).

Global Short Term Trend: Declining (decline of 10-30%)

Global Short Term Trend Comments: This species is currently being considered for possible Endangered and Threatened status by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (J. Alderman, pers. comm.). It is extremely threatened with extirpation in the Neuse River system. Stable populations exist in the Tar River, but these are patchily distributed and therefore vulnerable to extirpation. It appears to be extirpated from historical occurrences in the Tar River below Rocky Mount, North Carolina (J. Alderman, pers. comm.). It also appears to have been recently extirpated from Ruin creek in Vance County and the Tar River in Edgecombe County, North Carolina. *Elliptio lanceolata* occurs in the Chowan River basin, but has a restricted range within that system. Is now very rare in the James, S. Anna, and Rappannock rivers, and no information is available regarding its current status in the Roanoke River (J. Alderman, pers. comm.).

Global Long Term Trend: Moderate decline to relatively stable (25% change to 50% decline)

Global Long Term Trend Comments: In Virginia, it is extirpated, or nearly so from the Lower Chesapeake and James River basins with extant occurrences only in the Rapidan-Upper Rappahannock and Mattaponi, and the Upper James and Middle James-Willis (J. Alderman, pers. comm., 2000; VA NHP, pers. comm., 2006).

Global Inventory Needs: Surveys are needed in parts of its historical range, particularly the Roanoke River system.

Global Protection: None. No occurrences appropriately protected and managed

Degree of Threat: Moderate and imminent threat
Threat Scope: Moderate
Threat Severity: Moderate
Threat Immediacy: Moderate
Threats: This species is most common in sandy areas but does not appear to tolerate fine sediments. Human population growth within its historical range, especially the Neuse River drainage, may be an impact. This species, unlike other species of *Elliptio,* appears to be particularly sensitive to chemical pollutants.

Fragility: Environmental Specificity: Unknown
Distribution

U.S. States and Canadian Provinces

Endemism: endemic to a single nation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. &amp; Canada State/Province Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Range Map

No map available.

Global Range: 5000-20,000 square km (about 2000-8000 square miles)

Global Range Comments: Although Britton and Fuller (1979) noted that the range of *Elliptio lanceolata* extended from the Escambia and Apalachicola River systems in Alabama and Florida, this species is no longer recognized from those drainages. Historically the range extended from the Satilla River system, Georgia, to the Susquehanna River system, Pennsylvania (Britton and Fuller, 1979; Johnson, 1970). John Alderman (pers. comm.) considered this species to range from the Neuse-Tar River system in North Carolina to the Rappahannock River system in Virginia. Records for this species north of the Rappahannock are now considered to be in error (J. Alderman, pers. comm.). There is also some speculation this species may be restricted to the Tar-Neuse River basin of North Carolina (Art Bogan, pers. comm., 1999). Specimens from the Pee Dee River system in South Carolina more closely resemble what was described from the Cape Fear River Basin in North Carolina and have at times been called *Elliptio nasutilius* (Lea, 1863) (Catena Group, 2006). This species is very similar to, if not the same as the northern lance (*Elliptio fisherianus*), which was described from the Chester River in Maryland. Much more research is needed.

Natural heritage records exist for the following U.S. counties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>County Name (FIPS Code)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Frederick (24021)<em>, Montgomery (24031)</em>, Prince Georges (24033)<em>, Queen Annes (24035), Washington (24043)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Duplin (37061), Edgecombe (37065), Franklin (37069), Granville (37077), Halifax (37083), Johnston (37101), Nash (37127), Vance (37181), Wake (37183), Warren (37185), Wayne (37191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Abbeville (45001), Chesterfield (45025), Edgefield (45037), Greenwood (45047), Lancaster (45057), Laurens (45059), McCormick (45065), Newberry (45071), Oconee (45073), Saluda (45081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Alleghany (51005), Amherst (51009), Bath (51017), Bedford (51019), Botetourt (51023), Brunswick (51025),</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Ecology & Life History**

**Basic Description:** A freshwater mussel

**General Description:** This elongate, freshwater mussel has shells over twice as long as tall. The periostracum is usually bright yellow over the entire surface in younger individuals. Older individuals may have a brown discoloration at the posterior end of the shell. Uniformly brown individuals are also found, however, yellow and brown individuals are not found at the same location. The nacre may range from salmon to white to an iridescent blue color. The posterior ridge is distinctly rounded and curves dorsally toward the posterior end. Rays are usually never present; however, one individual has been observed with three wide, prominent green rays on the posterior end of the shell. Signs of external weathering or staining, at a given location with potentially recurring existence. Weathered shells constitute a historic occurrence. Evidence is derived from reliable published observation or collection data; unpublished, though documented (i.e. museum specimen information).

**Habitat Type:** Freshwater

**Non-Migrant:** Y

**Locally Migrant:** N

**Mobility and Migration Comments:** This species probably is rather sessile with only limited movement in the substrate. Passive downstream movement may occur when mussels are displaced from the substrate during floods. Major dispersal occurs while glochidia are released in the main channels of drainages down to streams as small as a meter across. This species is found in sandy substrates, rocks and in mud, in slack water areas (Johnson, 1970), but apparently is absent from lakes (Britton and Fuller, 1979). It is also found buried deep in sand and may migrate with shifting sands (J. Alderman, pers. comm.). Although it prefers clean, coarse to medium sized sands as substrate, on occasion, specimens are also found in gravel substrates. This species is found in the main channels of drainages down to streams as small as a meter across.

**Length:** 8.6 centimeters

**Economic Attributes**

Not yet assessed

**Management Summary**

**Biological Research Needs:** Toxicological studies are needed to assess the impacts of chemical pollutants on *Elliptio lanceolata*, including those most common in the run-off of urbanized areas. The entire *Elliptio lanceolata* species complex is in need of genetic and taxonomic study, and should include *Elliptio* spp. from the Satilla River drainage in Georgia to the Potomac River in Virginia that were historically included in the synonymy of this species.

**Population/Occurrence Delineation**

**Group Name:** FRESHWATER MUSSELS

**Use Class:** Not applicable

**Minimum Criteria for an Occurrence:** Occurrences are based on some evidence of historical or current presence of single or multiple specimens, including live specimens or recently dead shells (i.e., soft tissue still attached and/or nacre still glossy and iridescent without signs of external weathering or staining), at a given location with potentially recurring existence. Weathered shells constitute a historic occurrence. Evidence is derived from reliable published observation or collection data; unpublished, though documented (i.e. government or agency reports, web sites, etc.) observation or collection data; or museum specimen information.
**Mapping Guidance:** Based on the separation distances outlined herein, for freshwater mussels in STANDING WATER (or backwater areas of flowing water such as oxbows and sloughs), all standing water bodies with either (1) greater than 2 km linear distance of unsuitable habitat between (i.e., lotic connections), or (2) more than 10 km of apparently unoccupied though suitable habitat (including lentic shoreline, linear distance across water bodies, and lentic water bodies with proper lotic connections), are considered separate element occurrences. Only the largest standing water bodies (with 20 km linear shoreline or greater) may have greater than one element occurrence within each. Multiple collection or observation locations in one lake, for example, would only constitute multiple occurrences in the largest lakes, and only then if there was some likelihood that unsurveyed areas between collections did not contain the element.

For freshwater mussels in FLOWING WATER conditions, occurrences are separated by a distance of more than 2 stream km of unsuitable habitat, or a distance of more than 10 stream km of apparently unoccupied though suitable habitat. Standing water between occurrences is considered suitable habitat when calculating separation distance for flowing water mussel species unless dispersal barriers (see Separation Barriers) are in place.

Several mussel species in North America occur in both standing and flowing water (see Specs Notes). Calculation of separation distance and determination of separation barriers for these taxa should take into account the environment in which the element was collected. Juvenile mussels do not follow this pattern and juveniles are typically missed by most standard sampling methods (Hastie and Cosgrove, 2002; Neves and Widiak, 1987), therefore juvenile movement is not considered when calculating separation distance.

**Separation Barriers:** Separation barriers between standing water bodies are based solely on separation distance (see Separation Distance-suitable, below). Separation barriers between standing water bodies and within flowing water systems include lack of lotic connections, natural barriers such as upland habitat, absence of appropriate species specific fish hosts, water depth greater than 10 meters (Cvancara, 1972; Moyle and Bacon, 1969) or anthropogenic barriers to water flow such as dams or other impoundments and high waterfalls.

**Separation Distance for Unsuitable Habitat:** 2 km

**Separation Distance for Suitable Habitat:** 10 km

**Alternate Separation Procedure:** None

**Separation Justification:** Adult freshwater mussels are largely sedentary spending their entire lives very near to the place where they first successfully settled (Coker et al., 1921; Watters, 1992). Strayer (1999) demonstrated in field trials that mussels in streams occur chiefly in flow refuges, or relatively stable areas that displayed little movement of particles during flood events. Flow refuges conceivably allow relatively immobile mussels to remain in the same general location throughout their entire lives. Movement occurs with the impetus of some stimulus (nearby water disturbance, physical removal from the water such as during collection, exposure conditions during low water, seasonal temperature change or associated diurnal cycles) and during spawning. Movement is confined to either vertical movement burrowing deeper into sediments though rarely completely beneath the surface, or horizontal movement in a distinct path often away from the area of stimulus. Vertical movement is generally seasonal with rapid descent into the sediment in autumn and gradual reappearance at the surface during spring (Amyot and Downing, 1991; 1997). Horizontal movement is generally on the order of a few meters at most and is associated with day length and during times of spawning (Amyot and Downing, 1997). Such locomotion typically, if any part, in the distribution of freshwater mussels as these limited movements are not dispersal mechanisms. Dispersal patterns are largely speculative but have been attributed to stream size and surface geology (Strayer, 1983; Strayer and Ralley, 1993; van der Schalie, 1938), utilization of flow refuges during flood stages (Strayer, 1999), and patterns of host fish distribution during spawning periods (Haag and Warren, 1998; Watters, 1992). Lee and DeAngelis (1997) modeled the dispersal of freshwater into unoccupied habitats as a traveling wave front with a velocity ranging from 0.87 to 2.47 km/year (depending on mussel life span) with increase in glochidial attachment rate to fish having no effect on wave velocity.

Nearly all mussels require a host or hosts during the parasitic larval portion of their life cycle. Hosts are usually fish, but a few exceptional species utilize amphibians as hosts (Van Snik Gray et al., 2002; Howard, 1915) or may metamorphose without a host (Allen, 1924; Barfield et al., 1998; Lefevre and Curtis, 1911; 1912). Haag and Warren (1998) found that densities of host generalist mussels (using a variety of hosts from many different families) and displaying host specialists (using a small number of hosts usually in the same family but mussel females have behavioral modifications to attract hosts to the gravid female) were independent of the densities of their hosts. Densities of non-displaying host specialist mussels (using a small number of hosts usually in the same family but without host-attracting behavior) were correlated positively with densities of their hosts. Upstream dispersal of host fish for non-displaying host specialist mussels could, theoretically transport mussel larvae (glochidia) over long distances through unsuitable habitat, but it is unlikely that this occurs very often. D. Strayer (personal communication) suggested a distance of at least 10 km, but a greater distance between occurrences may be necessary to constitute genetic separation of populations. As such, separation distance is based on a set, though arbitrary, distance between two known points of occurrence.

**Date:** 18Oct2004

**Author:** Cordeiro, J.

**Notes:** Contact Jay Cordeiro (jay_cordeiro@natureserve.org) for a complete list of freshwater mussel taxa sorted by flow regime.

**Population/Occurrence Viability**


**U.S. Invasive Species Impact Rank (I-Rank)** Not yet assessed
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**NatureServe Conservation Status Factors Edition Date:** 01Nov2007

**NaturalServe Conservation Status Factors Author:** Cordeiro, J. (2007); J. Brim Box and C. O’Brien (2000)

**Element Ecology & Life History Edition Date:** 11Dec2007

**Element Ecology & Life History Author(s):** Cordeiro, J.
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